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Introduction
As our project aims to empower women’s access to employment through textile rewarding
recycling crafts, we can summarise ways and practices and different approaches in reused and
recycled textile material as the following:


With the use of some strass, stamps, etc we can add a different style in clothes that are
out of fashion to remake them modern



Even some stained t-shirts with spots that do not come off, can be re- painted and used
as new



We can make gloves, scarfs and wool scarfs from old clothes



Old fabrics and beads can be used for making of dolls for children or other toys



Cutting into pieces of old clothes can be used as patches for other textiles creations, etc
curtains, tents, blankets, pillows



Coloured old clothes can be used as decoration for photo albums and books



Cutting into pieces of old clothes into rectangular squared pieces can be used for
wrapping of gifts



Materials like denim from old jeans , stuff from furniture fabrics, pieces of leather from
old clothes and canvas can be used for making of modern bags (shoulders bags,
handbags, envelopes, etc)



Delicate materials like silk, velvet, leather, lace can be combined with silver, ivory and
others, to create handmade jewelries like necklaces, bracelets and pericarps, brooches
and scarf pins and other accessories’ like scarfs and foulards
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Greece
Good practices:
1)

Hellenic Ethical Eco Friendly Fashion Lab

-

Excellent working conditions, ensuring all worker’s and employees rights , legitimate
wages
Constant search of ideas and ways of recycling all materials and fabrics, contributing to
sustainable development.
4
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2)

Raw materials are selected which are friendly for both people and environment
Clothes recycling, clothes from past collections
Use of stock to create new collections, use of cabbage, odds and ends
use of low environmental impact materials, eco-friendly material (organic cotton, silk,
linen)
http://www.heelshop.gr/
Yiuco.com

Electronic Marketplace where one can:
- buy, sell and exchange products that are exclusively coming from recycling, reusing or
remanufacturing.
- promote new ideas of upcycling, recycling, reuse

Children’s trousers from dad’s old sweater
.Purpose
-Reconsider waste.
- Create, design and think of new longer life-lasting products that will be more easily
recycled and be used again instead of ending up as waste.
- Remake old stuff to new with one’s own means
- Introduce a new line of upcycled or remanufactured products for company’s
environmental performance
http://www.yiuco.com/Index.php?Pid=513
3)

Skoros, a give -and-take bazaar

-

Give-and-take of objects, knowledge, practices
Gratuitous bazaar brings a proposal for creative resistance based on exchange, re-use,
alteration and many more.
A give-and-take of things but also a meeting point for exchange of knowledge/
experience/ practices (for example, I offer a hair-cut and you teach me how to knit!)
http://skoros.espiv.net/about
5
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4)

Network Fasouli
Network for all .It's one way to get to know and help each other. Each member of the
network offers services and products to the others. The offerings are announced on the
network through classified ads.
The payment is made in Fasoulia (beans), a virtual currency, that its use is restricted within
the network. The difference from normal currency is that the purpose here is not to collect
as many Fasoulia as you can but rather trying to get back as many Fasoulia as you have paid
around.
Click on the link below, to find all the details about
http://fasouli.wordpress.com/

5)

www.babyfeat.gr
New service for the reuse of clothes and objects- An eco-friendly and money saving activity
The site is divided to 4 columns in Ads section, where one can find sections Give for free,
exchange, sell, create for children
www.babyfeat.gr.

6)

ANCE: Workshop on reuse of material for the creation of clothes and accessories
The NGO ANCE (Network for the Support of the Less Gifted) and the initiative Athens
Recycling Refugee Initiative, with the goal of creative employment and the solcialisation of
women refugees that live in Greece and to help them in acquiring a minimum wage for their
families, organize a fist set of workshop entitled “We refashion – We rethink”. Women from
Afghanistan, Iran, Algeria, etc learnt with the help of volunteers of ANCE and ARRI (fashion
designers, designers of jewelries, artists) how to reuse old fabrics, wire, wood and other
recycled material in order to create handmade jewelries and to decorate clothes and
accessories

7)
A video from a TV show named Etsi Apla ( Simply as That) that gives new ideas for
creating things by using recycled material.
This example focuses on how to create a necklace for an old t-shirt. By cutting clothes into
stripes or other figures and shapes we can make accessories for hair hairbands, necklaces’
or belts
http://www.alphatv.gr/shows/entertainment/etsiapla/webtv/kolie-apo-t-shirt
8)

Website for On line Shopping http://shareyourart.gr/
Creations of all art aspects and trends in one community. An internet gallery with a great
collection sorted into categories so you can find what interests you and matches best your
taste.
http://white.shareyourart.gr/erga-moy.html
6
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United Kingdom
Good practices:
9)

Traid-London

http://www.traid.org.uk
Traid is a charity organisation, who's main aim is to recycle clothes.
Traid has over 1,500 charity clothes banks, home collections and charity shops in UK. Traid
provides free workshops and sewing sessions to people, to give the consumers advice on
remaking, recycling and reusing unwanted materials.
Traid has charity shops where recycled and unwanted items are sold to the public at affordable
prices.
TRAIDremade makes clothes ethically in the UK. They reuse unwanted textiles including vintage
and end rolls to create every piece. The label is produced in our Dalston studio and a small
factory in Tottenham, London. Buy onlineor in-store at TRAID Dalston and TRAID Camden

Clothes recycling at a TRAID charity bank in Tesco, London ©Caroline Purday
TRAID works with thousands of local authorities, businesses, supermarkets, housing associations
and schools to reduce the impact of clothes waste. We provide the resources and logistics to roll
out charity-led textile bank coverage and free home collections.

7
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Upcycling Workshops
Got something in your wardrobe that you no longer wear?
Then you can Join the TRAID team and have a go at up-cycling, learn new sewing and
customisation techniques and get practice and advice on how to mend, adjust and improve your
clothes.
You can attend their the whole session, or drop in to get advice at Hornchurch Library.
You can take your garment you no longer wear or want to mend and are happy to experiment
with. http://www.traid.org.uk/events/upcycling-workshop-3/

10)

Love me again- Manchester

http://www.lovemeagain.co.uk
Love Me Again is an independent fashion label that uses entirely recycled textiles. Based in
Bankley Studios in Manchester each design is carefully considered to make the most of the
original garment, after a bit of cutting, sewing and love we create affordable clothes each
unique from the next.

Some products from Love me again
8
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11)

Stitched Up-Manchester

http://www.stitchedupuk.co.uk
Stitched Up is a group of creative, passionate, earth conscious fashionista-revolutionaries. Their
shared passion for fashion justice brought them together to form an all-women ethically-minded
non-profit co-operative on a mission to inspire a more creative and sustainable wardrobe.
Their name reflects the way they feel the fashion industry treats them, its workers and its
shoppers. Their workshops, clothes swaps and events encourage people to upcycle, create and
stitch - empowering, enlightening and engaging people of all ages and backgrounds.

9
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Germany
Good practices:
12)

One idea two two images

How different can you implement ideas. Here it was to make from old T-shirts a bedcover and a
coverlet
http://www.ideen-kreativ.de/kleidung.html

11
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13)

How to refresh an old coat.

This coat was too short after a hot wash. In this way the sleeves and the seam of the coat were
extended.
http://suschna.wordpress.com/2011/02/06/neues-leben-fur-alte-kleider-im-januar/

12
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14)

How to make a bedcover from Jelly Rolls

13
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15)

http://en.dawanda.com/

DaWanda is a marketplace where you can buy unique, customized and handmade products
made by talented people, and sell your own creations. It also functions as a meeting place for
artists, designers and creative individuals, buyers and sellers alike. On DaWanda, you can find

14
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out about the creative minds behind the items for sale, compare notes with other members,
comment on products, be inspired by great design and share ideas and experiences in the blogs
and forum.
Plus on DaWanda you can find a huge selection of handcrafting supplies (fabric, beads,
accessories etc.)
Here are some articles:
http://de.dawanda.com/product/63183135-Patchwork-Tunika-Minilkleid-aermellos-Baumwolle

http://de.dawanda.com/product/35308421-M-Kleid-Tunika-Sommerkleid-Goa-Boho-Da

15
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http://de.dawanda.com/product/22246013-VIVIFROMAGE-lila-Rock-schwarz-gr-SM

16
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16)

Etsy

Is widely known as one of the premier websites for selling arts & crafts online and it is also an
online buyer and seller community of strictly hand-crafted or vintage goods like dawanda.com.
Many craftsmen choose Etsy as an ecommerce partner because they are small, home-based
businesses who need way to sell online. Etsy allows each seller to set-up a customized online
"shop" with full ecommerce capabilities by using its simple set-up wizard.
https://www.etsy.com/de/?ref=si_home
You can buy e.g. these articles:
https://www.etsy.com/de/listing/169372680/handgemachte-schwarze-blumenstreifen?ref=br_feed_20&br_feed_tlp=women

17
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https://www.etsy.com/de/listing/101154379/schwarze-frau-in-baumwolle-undkorallen?ref=br_feed_34&br_feed_tlp=women

18
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Proposal of a book that contains creative sewing projects, sources and how to remake and reuse
vintage textiles.
More sewing classes are on the book.
http://www.amazon.de/Mach-neu-aus-altAccessoires/dp/3841901573/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1402047322&sr=11&keywords=aus+alt+mach+neu
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Italy
Good practices:
17)

QUID

QUID is a charity project aiming at recycling clothes and fabrics involving disadvantaged women.
This project was born thanks to nine passionate young professionals believing in an ethicallyoriented business approach.
Quid is a latin word meaning “something more”, and means that this project has something
more to make the difference by establishing a new business model.
The idea is to give new life to leftover materials received from local fashion firms engaging
women who experienced difficult situations, such as unemployment and social exclusion.
Creating a unique, sustainable and creative product, they offer an opportunity of emancipation
and empowerment.
The distinctive feature is to couple ethical and environmental returns, as visually expressed by
their logo: the peg. With that, QUID wants to combine social and sustainability aspects with
profit-driven features.
QUID handmade t-shirts represent a creative product with a social soul: every detail (the fabric,
the decorative motives, the tags) results from the passion of women who find their way out of
marginalization.
www.progettoquid.it

20
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18)

PROCACCINI QUATTORDICI

The laboratory “Procaccini Quattordici” is an NGO founded with the aim of facilitating the
insertion into the labor market of people with mental disabilities who need more than others, to
be guided in daily activities.
This laboratory has accepted a big challenge:
“find out and develop the more effective ways to favor the integration of citizens with
psychiatric diseases and of all the persons at risk of social margination».
The main projects of this social cooperative are three: a laboratory of tailoring a catering and a
painting.
Inside the tailoring are packaged tailored dresses, even wedding dresses, and are carried out
repairs or modifications of any kind. From tailoring are born creative initiatives such as Redresses, an opportunity to restore an old piece of clothing and see it becoming something new.
In the tailoring are also developed various courses of cutting and sewing, for any abilities, from
basic to advanced courses.
In the laboratory of tailoring work mainly political refugees involved in the packaging and new
creations.
The clothes are very simple in terms of tailoring but focus on the quality of the fabrics chosen
individually to create something unique as the people who wear them. Are used leftover of high
fashion and recycled industrial materials and this give a touch of sustainable originality.
In the laboratory are experienced the hand and machine sewing , and other techniques to
transform your clothes in a creative way, to create new ones, and to produce accessories with
recycled materials to raise awareness on environmental sustainability.
www.laboratorioprocaccini.it
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19)

AFOL MODA_higher training centre for fashion

AFOL Moda is a significant public reality for training in Milan fashion area, working
simultaneously on project design, products and marketing.
AFOL Moda develops its courses with a specific trainers team made by fashion professionals and
experts. This approach refers to a methodology that integrate tradition with innovation, building
a learning experience based on practical aspects and offering different stage experiences on the
most interesting fashion realities in Lombardy.





Main training courses
Project Area
Fashion design, Digital textile design,
Product Area
22
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Moulage, Fashion product&showroom assistant, Fibers, technical and innovative
textiles, Tailoring (women’s wear, men’s wear), Modeling (clothing, underwear),
Marketing Area
Fashion visual merchandiser

AFOL Moda has participated in 2012 at Fashion-in Fiber recovery, Fashion-in third edition, a
project related with ethic, learning and culture. This project is focused on raw materials and
creativity in connection with the future event of Expo 2015.
Every year, dealing with different materials and managing specific training activities about them,
the project develops itself through an exhibition.
AFOL Moda, together with other Italian fashion schools, had involved its students in the creation
of clothes and fashion accessories using recycling fibers and looking for new style and design
codex. All the products realized by the students where shown in the exhibition at Milano’s
Triennale.

23
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20)

ECOLOGINA

Eco-friendly and sustainable fashion based on 100 % recycled creations, realized by saving fabric
leftovers from textile companies and transforming them into sophisticated and colourful
clothes.
Recycling is considered as a solution for the environmental issues: giving a second life to clothes,
a big amount of textiles is saved from landfills. Recycling means also pollute less as possible,
saving energies and reducing environmental impacts.
24
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Ecologina returns dignity and life to fabrics that are just about to die in polluting incinerators or
in overflowing landfills.
These fabrics give an added value to every Ecologina's piece; ethic qualities enrich the aesthetic
pleasure and overcome the idea of a superficial-frivolous, free of essence fashion, and it’s
strictly made in Italy!
www.ecologina.it
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21)

5 MIEKO ECO-BIJOUX

MIEKO originates from more than 40 years of experience in handling paper and other natural
materials.
MIEKO blends two souls of the project: MIlan and EKOlogy.
The care for environmental impact is the key in choosing products and processes.
Natural raw matters are handled in respect of environment and of who will wear/own them.
Often recycled or reused object such as comics, yellow pages, navigation maps, old designer
wristwatches are born to new life in sophisticated creations blending them with precious stones,
nacre, noble metals, dressy leathers.
Design and manufacture are proudly Italian, respecting Milan, international fashion capital.
Careful and hand-crafted manufacture of the few works of art made, assures quality, originality
and exclusivity
www.mieko.it
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22)

6 SWAP BOUTIQUE

The swap boutique was born to overcome the economic crisis and avoid wastage. It’s social,
eco-sustainable and glam.
It’s a shop where you don’t buy, just exchange clothes, accessories and, in some cases, even
books and music. They are boutiques of luxury recycling where you barter objects and clothes
that are no longer used: bags, clothes, shoes, accessories.
The only requirement is that everything that is exchanged must be strictly in excellent
conditions and top-quality, not necessarily signed but vintage. Better if rare, almost unique. In
the swap shops in fact you will not find mass-produced or bad-quality clothes, but only carefully
selected and researched items.
What you find in the swap-point: high quality and excellent workmanship items for a shopping
that creates ideas, imagination, inspiration and originality, using the simplest and oldest
commercial formula: barter.
How swapping works?
The customer comes into the store with clothes, bags or belts that doesn't use. The staff of the
boutique selects the clothing and, after checking the quality of fabrics and leathers, assigns a
score or a category depending on the quality: medium, high, very high. At that point, the store
charges a fee to be paid by the customer to offset the cost of service: in fact every item needs to
be brought to the dry cleaner and sterilized. In addition, there are staff costs and operating
expenses to be incurred for the asset (rent of the premises, staff training, etc. ..). Once you pay
the fee, the customer can choose another item of the same category to barter with his item. It’s
allowed swapping at the same level, but it’s absolutely forbidden to sell.
The advantages?
You can take away original tailoring clothes and unique items (eg, realized for weddings or
special occasions) deemed most suitable to your tastes or needs, paying only the cost of the
service required by the boutique.
http://www.atelierdelriciclo.org
Social promotion Association founded by creatives in the name of eco-consumption of quality.
The Atelier is a great community and a laboratory of ideas for they recovering and Up-cycling of
materials and objects in the name of fashion, art and design.
https://www.facebook.com/iloveshoppingbologna
Swap Boutique
Also Social!
http://www.swapclub.it/
Swap Club Italia is the social community where you exchange clothes and accessories such as
bags, shoes and belts . To exchange you must be registered in.
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Netherlands
Good practices:
23)

Kringloopcentrum Amersfoort – Leusden

http://www.kringloopamersfoortleusden.nl/ekstertas/textielatelier/
The goals of this organization are:




To promote the reuse of the products commodities
To promoting the employment of woman and Youths’
promoting environmental protection

A Special car to promote recycle: The Kringloopcentrum Amersfoort-Leusden offers to pick
up old textile and other products for recycle whit their own car to make the partners easy to
give old products.

Kringloop means: recycle

De Ekstertassen, The Magpie bags, are special bags they make to promote to not to use
plastic bags, because the plastic is bad for the environment.

30
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Fashion Show by the learners:
They organized in 2012 a fashion show and the models were the workers of de textile recycle.
See for this fashion show the film: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWke_lZdsyI
They also organize shopping days and workshops for new learners.
Sally Pittman, an famous artist is helping this project to inspire the learners. For Sally Pittman
see: link: http://www.sallypittman.nl/
Kringloopcentrum Amersfoort-Leusden:

24)

TRD Method: sorting & recycling in the city Dordrecht

http://www.trdtextile.com/

31
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TRD is active in the international market with its specialism: recycling of used textile, that
collected from different countries in Europe transform in a new lease of life. It is sorted into five
high-grade product categories and shipped to customers on different continents.

Factory:
The storage, transshipment and sorting warehouse, which is centrally located in Dordrecht on a
7-hectare site, is modern equipped and offers the ideal environment for an effective and
efficient production process. Specialist equipment is used to supply good quality products and
work efficiently. This enables us to sort around 150 tonnes of clothing every week. Through this
method of working we have become one of the largest companies in our sector.
The warehouse is favourably located near the ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp, and the nearby
motorways offer good access to Germany and France. This allows us to respond quickly to our
customers’ needs.

The website of this factory is also in English.

32
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25)

Smockwerk

http://www.smockwerk.wordpress.com https://www.facebook.com/Smockwerk/info

Smockwerk is a very special workplace in Amsterdam, that supported by the local government
of Amsterdam. It’s established by 3 women, who are designers and artists.
Their goal is to make people be ware about the beginning of the product until the result. It’s also
important to learn to change old product and to change your live. Whit changing your live, they
mean: to be financially independent by making things and to sell these product.
In this atelier they teach women to recycle textile. The participants also leering recycle technics,
getting sewing lessons, painting textile and printing of motives.
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Lithuania
Good practices:
26)
Resurrected to new life
Recycling - the ultimate way to re-use what we put into the household waste. Sometimes we are
so creative that our masterpieces get attention in social networks and communities around us.
Lets take a small tour on Lithuanian eco-design examples discovered via internet by Women’s
Issues Information Center’s team.
We can see that recycling art varies by the materials used and products produced. Most of the
products are born for the new life, turn into art or new piece in our wardrobes. We try to focus
on art pieces produced from recycled fabrics although everything can be used.

27)

Tree sweaters
15 trees in northern town of
Silute will never be cold in
winter. This idea was born
somewhere in Holland. It took
10 years for creative women to
make it happen in a small city
center. Few such tree sweaters
you can also find in capital
Vilnius
all
year
round.
Welcome to visit us!
>>Source
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28)

Finger Theater at home
Guess who are those cute actors? Fox, cat and rooster are
hand made for home finger theater. All materials are
reused!

29)

Stories of things

Women issues information center once per 16 days campaign against violence against women
used bunch of old dresses. These dresses became very special as each of them told us a personal
story of a girl that once had experience violence from her closest ones. Those stories are sad but
make women empowered to become brave, to speak out and coup with negative experience.
Story of a dress turned into dual language exhibition and still travels across Lithuania touching
the hearts and promotes Life free of violence.
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30)
EU award winning ideas at A world you like. With a climate you like
The European Commission's campaign to promote practical, innovative and cost-efficient
solutions to climate change.

Lithuanian designer wins EU competition in 2013. EU
Commissioner for climate policy Connie Hedegaard said after
the award to Different design studio:
"Absurd ideas" shows that all Europeans can contribute to
climate protection with simple actions, which even saves
money and improves our quality of life.
Design studio "Absurd ideas" reuse different objects second
time, and turns them into jewelry, furniture and clothing
accessories. The studio is also engaged in training activities, organizes educational workshops on
environmental issues and eco-friendly products and lifestyles. 269 projects were accepted and
entered into the Challenge for the public to vote on. Jurgita filed the application last minute.

. ©grynas.lt
>>Source

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/publications/docs/campaign_desktop.pdf
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Turkey
Good practices:
Recycling in Turkey only concerns remaining pieces of clothing and is usually made of fluff.
Textile recycling is not so much in fashion and popular
Below you can find three examples of companies engaged in recycling
31)

Kartal Municipality: Istanbul Kartal Municipality:

Through this recycling manufacturers promote textile waste control is promot.
Manufacturers of textile waste instead of throwing away their trash ,they encourage recycling to
They raise awareness about the proper use of resources in a sustainable world
In Turkey, every year about 750 thousand tons of textile waste emerges. This is approximately
the size of a football field in an area of 600 thousand cotton produced equivalent.
Jobs are being created, especially for young people and women.

www.kartal-bld.gov.tr/tr/haberler/Habergosteyr.aspx?id=1779
http://www.kartal-bld.gov.tr/tr/haberler/Habergoster.aspx?id=1779
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32)

Fashion Kido H&M Conscious

www.fashionkido.com/2013/03/15/bilincli-olmak-cok-moda-hm-conscious/
H&M Conscious H&M Türkiye
A Conscious Collection from recycled fabric therefore an environmentally friendly collection of
tunes.
This recycling also provides contribution to sustainable fashion you can step behalf.
To contribute İstinye Park and the Marmara Forum in Istanbul and Ankara in Cepa H&M
Yet only those stores can be textile products, but over time will become even more widespread.
38
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Ready-made clothing giant H&M consumers are using older or began to collect for recycling
textiles. Accepted practice for each brand clothes
Meanwhile, H&M efforts for sustainable fashion does not leave one unrewarded and a £ 5
discount voucher is given as a gift for each bag of clothes that one brings.

33)

Mersin University texiline and fashion design

http://yeniweb.mersin.edu.tr/haberler/atiktan-defileye-bir-donusum-hikayesi
-

Interest for textile recycling, is increasing every day especially within universities which have an
intensive study.
Mersin’s University students, through fashion design transform the waste they collect. A lot of
fashion design students in Mersin atıksal collect materials for recycling and aim to increase
environmental awareness.
Mersin University students have exhibited porcelain pieces, coke cans, fishing net, 22 self-made
costumes produced of contaminated materials and waste materials
Many students wore their own costumes
39
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http://www.turkhabernet.com/tr2008/haber_detay.asp?haber_id=14362

34)

Çöp(m) adam

http://www.copmadam.com/tr

OBJECTIVEs:
The project aims to
•
eliminate poverty, by supporting women in production, in order to gain self-confidence
but also to protect the environment.
•

create opportunities for women to earn money.

•

issues of women empowerment and waste reduction are promoted and highlighted.

•
support women to improve the quality of their lives, while the time spent in activities
regarding recycling products is time of leissure and includes having fun
•
to collect waste materials and products, like in many trainging schools including Sabancı
University
•

create opportunities for women, who haven’t the chance before to earn money on their
40
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own
All materialused is recycled material (except thread and zipper)

Email: info@copmadam.com ARATIŞ

NOKTALA
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Sales of points on DINLARI ÖNEMSIYORUZ…
Follow the link below DVD
www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=

42
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•

http://www.kadinlarkulubu.com/showthread.php?t=444133
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